Chromatin superstructure-dependent crosslinking with DNA of the histone H5 residues Thr1, His25 and His62.
The points of histone H5 interactions with DNA within nucleosomes and chromatin at different levels of compaction are delineated by identification of H5 amino acid residues that can be covalently bound to DNA. Three major crosslinkable points of H5 are His25, His62 (both within the globular part of the molecule), and N-terminal Thr1. His25 interacts with the terminal regions of nucleosomal DNA; His62 appears to bind more distal segments of the linker DNA. The His25-DNA crosslink predominates in the isolated mononucleosomes and persists throughout the chromatin condensation states studied, from extended oligonucleosomal chains to nuclei. His62 is the strongest crosslinking site in nuclei; in oligonucleosomes, the predominance of the His62-DNA crosslink requires the number of nucleosomes in the chain to be above some critical value. The Thr1-DNA crosslink is generated only in decondensed poly- or oligonucleosomes, but not in mononucleosomes. Thus, underlying the higher-order folding transitions of the nucleosomal chain is the restructuring of H5-DNA interactions.